Hospitality IoT
Smart Hotel Solution

Improve the way you
operate your business
From small independent hotels to large chains, the hospitality industry is
challenged to offer the best customer experience while running
sustainable operations.
Webee’s IoT Solution can help you differentiate your business retaining
customers and optimizing the use of resources. Our suite offers easy to
implement property operations improvement application to take the
hospitality experience to the next level.
Transform your business with easy to implement technology that allows
customized solutions and guaranteed ROI.

Reduce
Costs

Improve
Profitability

Guest
Experience

Optimize your operations
knowing exactly where
inefficiencies are.

Save money through energy
savings, early maintenance
detection and increased
service revenue.

Increase customer loyalty
adding convenience
and improving
guest comfort.

Smart solutions for smarter business.

Helping Hotels
go Green
Energy Measuring

Improve the use of energy by learning
exactly where the consumption is going
and when there’s room for savings.

Flood Prevention

Receive instant notifications of water
leaks to stop any damage and improve
water conservation.

Energy Savings

90%

Air Quality and Enviroment

Measure air temperature to control AC
and heating usage. Learn when there is
room occupancy to turn it on or off
accordingly and detect any dramatic
change in temperature.

Make Your Guests
Feel at Home
Make a real impact in your busines
taking the guest experience to the next
level. Customize features according to
guests individual preferences such as
room temperature, usual service
requests, lighting control, music, etc.
Add convenience through concierge by
voice command and one click service
requests using the battery-less Eny
Button. Help guests feel at home
through a unique experience.

Smart solutions for smarter business.

The Future of
Hotel Technology

Low Cost Implementation and Data Collection
Stick and play sensors and controllers:
Choose from a variety of devices to track and monitor different functions
such as lighting, room occupancy, water leaks among others.
Customize the solution to fit your operational needs.
Easy device administration:
Set up and manage your customized control panel to know exactly how
each device is performing from anywhere at anytime.
Data accessibility:
Have a comprehensive view of all device performance to learn patterns
of energy consumption and detect anomalies instantly.

Smart solutions for smarter business.

We provide a unique
customer experience
that increases ROI by
one stop retrofit solution.
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